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GH.APTER I 
PURPOSE .AND NATURE OF THE STUDY 
'rhe Problem 
Purpose.-- The purpose of this study is to review and 
analyze the literature on marking systems in order to discover 
criteria which might be used to develop a marking system. 
Solution of the Problem 
Hesearch methods used.-- The method used in compiling the 
materials in this study was to examine all publications 
relating to marking systems which could be found through the 
card index files of the .l::lostom .Public Library arid the ~aston 
university School of ~duoe.tion Library. Periodical literature 
on the subject was located by consulting the ~ducation ~ndex, 
Hibliography of Heseerc~ Studies in ~ducation, and Review of 
Educational Research of the .American EducBtional Research 
Association. rrhe information obta ined from the card index 
files and the library reference books was copied on 3" by 5" 
filing cards. This information included the call number of 
the book, author's name, title of the book, publisher, address 
of the publishing company, and date of publication. In the 
case of periodicals, the title of the article, author's name, 
volume and page numbers, and month and year were recorded on 
the 3" by 5" cards. These cards were then used in locating 
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the materials to be reviewed and in making notations as t o the 
probable value of the material to this study. 
Method of selecting .material.-- The literature on the 
subjeqt was foun d to be almo s t without limit. This study does 
not claim to be a review of the complete literature. Select-
ion had to be made and was made with the following questions in 
mind as criteria: (1) Does the author's apparent purpose in 
writing the article make a contribution of value to the stated 
purpose of this study? (2} Is the article of recent enough 
vintage to warrant its inclusion in the study? (Wh i le rec ency 
is no criterion of validity, articles written prior to 1930 
were reviewed critically with this question in mind and none 
was found to be of greater value than more recent publicatlons 
to justify its inclusion.) (3) Is the author a recognized 
authority in the field of educat i on? 
Parts or all of sixteen books and four articles from 
! periodicals were found to meet the requirements. Some were 
! rejected bec ause of the age of the publication , others because 
they simply reported practices found in previous research 
which was to be a part of t his study, and still others because 
they merely reported a rec ent innovation or experiment which 
had not been given a sufficiently thorough testing t o permit 
valid conclusions to be drawn. This last cause for rejection 
~ of articles was especially true of articles appearing in 
pe r iodicals, and hence it accounts for the small nmaber of 




ified as an ob jective research study. All the other books 
and four magazine articles were classified as sta tements by 
leading authorities in the field. 
Summarizations made.-- A summary of each article and book 
was made gi ving the author's purpose, his main points, and his 
conclusions if any. From these summaries, a list of criteria 
which would place marking on a sound basis was drawn up. 
These criteria will be found in Chapter II of this study. 
1/Roy o. Billett, Provisions for Individual Differences, 
Marking and Promotion, Bulletin 19 32 No. 17, National Survey 
of Secondary Education, Monograph no. 13, U.S.Government . 
Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1g33 pp. 424-461. 
CHAPTER II 
HEPORT OF FINDINGS 
The Fourteen Criteria 
What the summaries revealed.-- rl,he summaries of the 
twenty articles dealing with marking systems revealed that the 
authors were repeatedly making certain assertions regarding 
the basis for, and the structure and operation of what they 
considered desirable marking systems. These assert i ons have 
been summarized and arranged in descending order of frequency 
of mention by the authors. (See Table 1.) The fourteen 
criteria of a good marking system follow: 
I. Scholarship marks should be supplemented by other 
information such as brief word pictures of pupil progress 
necessitating more detail than the "S" and "U" (satisfactory 
and unsatisfactory) type of marking system. 
I I. The five-point marking system is practical . 
I II. Marks should measure pupil growth in course objectives. 
IV. The normal curve should be used as a guide in assign-
ing marks. 
v. The scholarship mark should be a measure of achievement 
only. 
VI. There should be a separate mark for each trait in 
which growth is deemed desirable. 
VII. Marks should be objective as far as possible. 
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7III . ':here shoulCI. be unifor :_ ity within the lo cal S:''{"'ter:J. . 
I:C. l . .:S.rl:s sboul be v lid , re li·lJ _e a ni ( iaznoet ic . 
- r ··~ !' 7E ehoul cl be sufficient l~~ cfet iled to eer Te 
&-...':Jinis -!'at i ve and f:'_lida~lC e func t io n .... adequat ely . 
::r . ~.ill.r:t.s sl1 oul , i n d icate each ::_:>u ,J il ' s actual gro'.'!th nd 
re l ative gr owth . 
~ .. I I. ~.,:· rks snoul d take i nto ac com1t pupil ' s ab il i t .,. • 
X .. ~- o - in~ort tive functions of mar _(£ ehoul not e 
over er:J:;_Jhae i xed . 
Description of ~"fl a ble 1 . -- IJ.'s ole l v.,a s set up to deter ·J i ne 
the re g_uenc~; of mention of eacl1 criter ion i n the li ter ature . 
The f ourteen criter i a re represented by the 3o_an Ru~erals 
I to ..II V in t e first colu nn of t_ e table . The l istL 3' of 
thes e cri te:ri a _pg eare i n the precE:d.i n e, paragraph . ':lhe . rab ic 
nuoerals from 1 to 20 a ~pe ar horizontally arose the top 
11' l'e,_re "' ent the literature revi e~:e . Aut!Lrs am titles 
oe foun by referring to the c o-n·Esp ond ing nu:11bers · n 
t .. e oibliograph~~ of this stud~' · .n ~ h s beell pl c ed be l ovJ 
these r e f G :renee s and o , ··)o s i te c ch criteri on '.'hie h that p rt-
i cula r re f erence menti ons . The co l u:m.1 at the ri~ht i n J:a) l e l 
shO'•'E tte total frequency v· i th vJh iuh e a ch C!'i terion \ ! s ne~1tion 1 
e • Ni th the e:::.ce .?t ion of t !.e :'ourteenth Criterion , the 
criter i a are arr ng·e~- i n ·:lescen ins:· or er of fre .J.uenc~T of 
e1enti on . ':lhie crite rion ·t as laced l st because of its 
ne gat ive character . 






Table 1. Frequency ot Occurrence in the Literature of the 
Fourteen Criteria. 
References 
Priterie 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18119 20 
Freq-j 
uenc~ 
I XXX X X X X X X ~ X X X X X 15 
II X X X X X X X X. X X X X X 13 
III X XXX X X X X X X :X: :X:. 12 I 
IV XXX XXX X X X X X X 12. 
v X X XX X X X X X X X 11 II 
) I VI X X X X. X X X X X :X: X 11 I 
VII X X X X X X X X :X: X 10 I 
VIII X X X X X X X X 8 I 
IX X X X X X X X X 8 I 
X X X XX X X X 7 
I XI X X X X X X 7 
Xli X X X X 4 I 
r XIII XX X 3 
I XIV X ll X X X X X X X X 10 
Discussion ot the First Criterion 
-
l Soholarshil2 marks should be SU:Q:Qlemented b;y: other inform-
ation such as brief word :Qictures of :QU:Qil 12rogress necessitat• 
ing more detail than the "S" end ''U" (satisfactory and ansatis-
faotor;y:~ tne of marking s;y:stem. -- A number of authors make 
statements to the effect t hat single :percentage numbers or 
single letter systems are not ade~uate to enable the home and 
school to best cooperate in helping the indivi dual pupil. y -
Thut and Gerberich state that 
nThe tendency to furnish reports by school subjects 
is the result of several realizations by teachers and 
other educators. Traditional percentage and letter marks 
fail to furnish analytical information of the type import-
ant to the teacher, the :pupil, and the :pupil's parents. 
Moreover, instructional outcomes sought in various 
subjects or fields differ widely. An analytical report 
for each individual subject :prepared especially in terms 
of the behaviors listed as appropriate outcomes :provides 
for the meaningful type of report desired.tt y 
Billett :points out the need for greater detail than the 
scholarship mark provides by devoting several pages to the 
topic of "Informal letters to :parents as substitutes for marks. 11 y 
Wrinkle comments thus: 
"The success or failure of the student will hinge 
upon the achievement of the :purpose of the activity which 
the school :promotes. But there is more than one :purpose 
for each activity, therefore, no single mark will be 
ade~uate. 'l'he student may achieve some but not others.'~ 
Suggested ways of meeting problem of informing parents of 
pupil progress.-- Various suggestions for meeting this :problem 
can be gleaned from the literature. These suggestions cover 
a wide range. Note what a number of authors say concerning 
1/Isaak .N. Thut and J. Raymond Gerberich, 14'oundations of 
Metho d for Secondary Schools, McGraw-Hill, New York 1949 
.P• 346. 
~Roy o. Billett, Provisions for lndividual Differences, 
Marking and Promotion, Bulletin 1932 r~o. 17, .N ational Survey of 
Secondary Education, Monograph no. 13, u.s. Government Printing 
Office, Wa shington, D.C. 1933 :p:p. 450 and ff. 
~William .L. Wrinkle, ''School Marks--Why, What, and How?" 
Educational Administration and Supervision, March 1935 :p. 224. 
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the metho d of meeting the problem of informing parents of 
pupil progress. 
"The practice of using a variety of rating s to 
supplement achievement marks or to substitute for them 
appe ars justifiable. Such factors as application, 
intere s t, eff ort, i mprovement, and habits of ci tizenship -
have been li s ted separately. Tbis practice should cause 
teachers to be less influenced by special fa ctors in 
assigning marks."l/ 
"Certain other less objective factors also may enter 
into t he as signment of marks , suc h a s student effort, 
spee d, promptnes s , dependability, ·and the like. 'l'he 
legitimate place tot use of such factors is in the deter-
mina t i on of character or citizenship ratings, not in 
a ssigning marks.~e/ 
"Recently various progressive schools have seriously 
questione d t he use of any marks whatsoever , no t only on 
the ground that they create a dj ustment problems but also 
because they are, at best, gross, unanalyzed indices of 
pupil achievement. They would substltuta in pl ace of 
marks descrip tive and interpretive statements about the 
att a inment and growth of the students. uy 
"Some schools are experimenting with the use of in-
formal letters written to parents by teachers i nstead of 
marks. these let t ers are descrip tive of the pupil's 
progress, the character of his work, his weak and his 
strong points, with suggestions for specific i mprovement . 
The school uses its more tr aditional symbolic mark for 
purposes of office r ecords. Certainly this procedure is 
in the right direction."!/ 
ttThe sterotyped and mechan ical nature of conventional 
1/Charles M. Reinoehl and ffred C. Ayer, Classroom Administra-
tion and .P upil A,djustment, Applet on-Jentury Co., Inc., r~ ew 
York 1940 p. 291. 
~Lester A. Williams, Secondary Schools for American Youth, 
.American Book Co., New York 1948 p . 336. 
yArthur E. Traxler, 'l'he Use of 'J.'est Hesults in :::Jecondary 
Schools, Educational Records bureau, Bulletin no. 25, 
437W 59th s t., New York 1938 p. 25. 
ifR. Emerson Langfit t , .D'rank W. Gyr, and N. William Newsom, The 
Small High School at 'Nork, American Book Company, .N ew York 
1936 p. 184. 
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marking systems hes suggested informal letters to parents 
as a method of reporting ac hievement. This individualizes 
the report to the home, and permits mention of unique and 
distinctive factors in achievement and in needs. 'l;his 
would seem to be excellent as a supplementary report.ny 
"Some schools have adopted the practice of sending an 
analytical and detailed report of a studentrs achievement 
in a given subject. · under such a plan, the purpose of 
the course would be listed on a sheet and provision made 
for marking the student's progress on the various purposes 
indicated. The studentrs habits of work in the specific 
course would also receive detailed att ention. Such 
reports for a given subject require much work on the part 
of each teacher, but the plan has merit in that it may 
offer a more meaningful report to the student and t he 
parent. rty 
"Moreover it is assumed that the personal letters 
which form such an important part of the suggested report 
would be truly personal and informal as well as objective, 
clear, coherent, accurate, and individualized. §urther-
more, these letters should deal with salient and i m:portan 
facts and not with immeterial minutiae. They should tell 
:pupil and p arents exactly what they need to know in order 
that they may best cooperate with the school to the end 
tha t the pupil's own best interests may be served."~ 
ttThe form of the report is not a fundamental :problem. 
Probably the best report form would be a blank sheet of 
paper on which the teacher would make pertinent statements 
regarding the progress and achievement and the weaknesses 
and strengths of the student.n4/ 
.f nThe practice has devel ope d of sending home :progress 
· reports not only on school subjects but on qualities of 
f/htlartin L. Goetting, 'l'eaching in the Secondary School, 
Prentice-Hall Inc., New York 1942 p. 303. 
&}Paul .o. Jacobson, ,\l illiam c. Re avis, and James D. Logsdon, 
Duties of School Principals, Prentice-Hall ~nc., New York 
1950 p. 452. 
YRoy o. Billett, Ji'undamentals of 0econdary-School Teaching, 
Riverside Press, ~aston 1940 :p. 649. 
i/William. L. Wrinkle, ''School !\'larks--Why, i!~ hat, and tlow?", 
p. 224. 
citizenship, etc.-".!/ 
"Obviously there would be considerable merit in a 
detailed reporting system which would provide different 
report forms for the various school subjects in which 
pupil progress is appraised. Specific objectives which 
are inherent in various subjects could then be listed on 
the report form, opportunity thus being afforded to 
appraise the attainment of objectives as they pertain to 
a specific course. "y 
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"Much has been written and said in recent years about 
the desirability of abolishing school m8rks and using only 
two symbols to express the results of student achievement, 
s for satisfactory and U for unsatisfactor~. \!hatever 
desirable features such a plan possesses, 1t seems clear 
that neither the parents nor the higher institutions are 
ready for such an innovation. The practice of marking is -- -
firmly established in the minds of p arents as desirable; 
t hey wish and demand to have degrees of success in school 
indicated on the reports of their children. our whole 
educ ational structure is buil t upon the practice of 
gradation in marks. ~f it shoul d ever become possible to 
have all schools and all higher institutions ever}~here 
change from a multiple to a single basis for indicating 
satisfactory achievement, the plan could operate. ~o long, 
however, as :public sentiment s.nd general school practice 
demand a gradation of marks, it is futile for a single 
school or a single system of schools to adopt such an 
innovation. tty 
'tFurthermore, where t he s a tisfac tory-unsatisfactory 
system is used there soon comes the demand to indicate 
degrees of ac hievement for those who are doing satis-
factorily. rr!/ 
"It requires no considerable amount of cr ' tical 
evaluation to discover what is wrong with the two point 
marking system. ~f we assume that marks tell anything 
1/Harl H. Douglass and Hubert .u. ivlills, Teaching in ttigh 
School, Honald Press ~o., New York 1948 p. 461. 
§/Edward c . Bolmeier, ·r.An .Analytical .Appraisal Hepor t of Pupil 
Progress", School Heview, May 1943 51 :293 • 
.§/Lester A. Williams, op. cit., p. 323. 
!/Martin L. Goetting, op. cit., p. 304. 
11 ,~==~r===============================-==-~-~~==================-==~~~~==~p========= 
the more we r educe the numbe r o f marks the less the y tell • 
• • • • With the S and U marking sy stem, if all the stud ent is 
working for is a grade, all he has to do is ke e n ou t of 
the U (the former F) ter r i tory. TTl/ 
Add iti onal refe renc es to t he s e quoted point out the need 
for r11ore detailed· information than can be derived fro m a 
single eo-c a lled scho l a r shi p mark. There s eems to b e no contra 
diction in t h e literature concerning t h e statement that 
schol ar shi p mar k s should be supplemented by other information. 
This e t a tement has two i m}; licatione. One is tha t ·the scholar-
ship mark is ba sed on one factor only , achievement. The 
second i mplica tion is th a t this mark a lone is not adequate 
infor mation. The parents, pupil, and teachers n eed to know 
the growth and develop ment , an d t h e pr ogress which a pup il 
has made tmnard certain g oale · so t hat the pu:Jil may be be tter 
guided and help ed • . 
The second i mplication.-- Let us l ook at t his se cona_ 
L n,; lication. This i m'J lication h as a numb er of sugr;ested 
solutions i n t he litera ture. One such soluti on to the prob lem 
is that of writing inf ormal letters to ·) arente on ea c h ·r:m-oil's 
~/ 
progress . Billett has described in detail the use of i nformal 
let ters as substitutes for marks. Pe rhap s the best reason f or 
1 v/illiam L. Wrinkle, Improving lfiarkinp:: and Heporting ? rae tices 
'n Elementary and Secondary :::lchoo le, Ri n ehart and Co., Inc., 
New York 194 7 p . 51. 
2/i~oy 0. Billett, Provisi one f or Individual Differences, 
:Marking and :?remotion , pp . 450 and f f . 
the failure of more widespread use of informal letters is given 
1.1 by Goetting when he says, nThe relative terminology in which 
the letter is couched and the lack of reference to absolute 
achievement leaves something to be desired on the part of the y 
parents •••• " Williams explains the lack of widespread use 
. 
of the plan by saying, nrt is probable that the prime reasons 
for such limited use of these plans LT~7 the amount of teacher 
time needed to prepare such reports •••• " 
A number of authors point out the inadequacy of the ,.,.S" 
and "U" (satisfactory and unsatisfactory} type of marking 
system. If the purpose of a marking system is to convey in-
formation, the cutting down of the marks from a five to a 
two-point scale is obviously a step in the wrong direction. ~ 
Parents and teachers want and have a right to know a pupil's 
degree of achievement. Ross sums it up when he says 
"The confidential school record's, however, should also 
take into account the individual's progress in relation to 
others, as well as in relation to his own capacity and 
past record, if he is ·to be guided intelligently in his 
subsequent educational and vocational choices. 'l'his will 
require a supplementary set of marks which recognize 
finer distinctions than merely satisfactory or 
unsatisfactory."!/ 
1/Martin L. Goetting, op. cit., p. 303. 
g/Lester A. Williams, op. cit., p. 324. 
~/William L. Wrinkle, Improving Marking and Reporting 
Practices in Elementary and Secondary Schools, p. 51. 
!/Clay C. Ross, Measurement in Today's Schools, Prentice-Hall 
Inc., New York 1947 p. 408. 
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It i~ not within the province of this p a ')er to ~ay what 
should be done to ~upplement ~cholar~hip mark~ . Ea~h ~chool 
~y~te m mu~t work out its own ~elution t o the problem, and that 
~elution will be de pendent on f actors which can only be dete r-
mined locally. The facts , however, that the ~cho l arship mark 
alone is t otally inadequate and that a marking system should b e 
as informa tive a~ conditions warrant are indis_.nutable. 
Di~cussion of the Second Criteri on 
The f ive-point sy~tem iS practical.-- Of all the 
type~ of marking sy~tem~ which a:re re porte:l in t he l iterature, 
the one mo~t commo nl y found in use i~ that involving a five -
1/ 
p0-int scale. Billett- rep orts tha t in the 258 be tte r-th an-
a verage schoo l ~ selected for the !Ja tional Survey of Secondary 
Education the five-point ~cale pr edominate~, although the 
form ·which thi~ ~cale takes varie~ greatl y . Other authors 
(in ma ny case~ ba~ing thei r ~tatem ents on Billett'~ finding~) 
~tate that the five- point sca le i~ most co mmonly used. Their 
· s tatement~ follow : 
"The f ive- point system, using -eit her numoers or 
letters , is al~o fre quently use d on an absolute basis. As 
such, it is better t b.an the percentage syste m because it , 
does not make so many f ine discriminations i n marks. 2/ 
In the assigni ng of subject achie-mement mark~ on the 
normal curve of di~tribution , a five - point scale is 
co mmonl y used, a lthough a seven or nine- poj)nt scale 
1/~oy o. Billett, ~rovi~ions for Individual D ifference~, 
Mar k i ng· and <:> remotion , p . 4 26. 
5:.,/ B • .:.;;merson Langfitt and other~, op. cit., p. 182. 
sometimes eppears.~l/ 
''By fer the most common system of reporting marks 
takes the form of letters, usually five in nu.mber.~y 
''Point scales involving the us_e of A, B, C, D, end F or 
five other essentially simile.r symbols e.re more widely 
used in secondary schools tode.y then ere other systems.y 
Teachers' marking practices under the de.ily assign-
ment method of instruction vary from the tre.ditional per-
centage system to point scales having as few as three or 
even only two distinct marks. ~ost typice.l, probably, is 
a five.point scale of A,B,C,D, end F or equivalent 
marks. "1/ 
" •••• [deviation me.rkingl is less readily ad~ted to 
scales having other numbers of points Lthe.n five;.~~ 
"In general, a four-point or a five-point scale of 
assigning marks is conunonly us.ed in high schools.§/ 
There is very general agreement, however in the 
use of the five ... point scE;le in marking scholastic 
achievement."V 
"On the whole, also, parents prefer the good old-
fashioned report cards with their percentages, letters, 
or numbers one to five. 1?!2/ 
~rt he.s been advocated that letter grades be given on 
a five-point or seven-point scale. This suggestion is 
logical in that a teacher can distinguish five or seven 
degrees of achievement in a class."~ 
"In e.n attempt to eliminate the necessity for making 
the impossibly fine discriminations required by the per-
centage system~ many high schools have devised a five-
point marking system. The interval between each two 
1/Ibid., p. 184. 
E./Clay c. Ross, op. cit., p. 408. 
~Isaak N. Thut and J. Raymond Gerberich, op. cit., p. 188. 
!/Ibid., p. 191. ~/Ibid. , p. 263. 
6/Lester A, Williams, op. cit., p. 333. 
1./Ibid., p. 332. §/Ibid., p. 324. 
~Paul B. ~acobson and others, op. cit., p. 448. 
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points is designated by a letter of the alphabet, usually 
A,B,C,D, or F. Many literal systems are merely modifica-
tions of the percentsge system \for example, systems in 
which A eQUals 90 to 100 and B is the equivalent of 80 to 
89, etc.). A more satisfactory procedure is to have A 
represent superior achievement, B represent good work, 
C stand for average achievement, D represent poor work , 
end F represent failure. "l/ 
"To overcome some of the obvious limitations of - the 
numerical marking system, many schools use the letter 
system. 'l'he five-point system is most common. 'l'he most 
common form of it is A,B,C,D, and F."~ 
"Consequently, some twenty years ago, many persons 
began to advocate the use of a symbolic or categorical 
grading plan arrived at by marking off a number of 
segments, usually five, on the base of the normal curve. 
The marks according to this procedure were usually desig-
nated as l,II,III,IV,Y, or A,B,C,D,. and F."'ij 
"While the evidence will not be presented here, there l 
is a clear indication that five subdivisions to a grading 
system covering the work in one grade or one class are as 
many divisions as can be accurately used where personal 
judgement is concerned. Teachers , under certain rules, 
can accurately judge five degrees of ability or quality • 
• • • • l"rom a practical standpoint,. five are more desirable 
than seven. <t1f 
Reasons for using the five-point scale.-- The mere fact 
that the use of a five-p oint scale predominates does not mean 
that it is the thing which all schools should use. Thut and 
Q/ 
Gerberich go farther than just reporting widespread use. r he 
reason they give for its common usage is that" •••• [<ieviation 
1/Harl R. Douglass and hubert H. Mills, ~T~e~a~c~h~i~n~==~~~~~~~r 
Ronal d Press Co., New York 1948 p. 457. 
~Martin L. Goetting, op. cit., p. 301 • 
.;Y .Arthur E. Traxler, op. cit. , p. 24. 
!/Henry D. Rinsland, Constructing Tests and Grading in Element-
ary and .High School Subjects, Prentice-Hall Inc., I.,lew York 
1938 p. 229 . 




marking7 is less readily adapted to scales havi!J other num-
bers of points [than fivif." Reinoehl and .Ayer say that 
ttthere should be sufficient refinement i n a teacher' s judgment 
to justify assigning five te rm marks on a compe_rative basis ." 
The best explanat ions a s to why the five-point marking system 
is practical are those given in selections too lengthy to 
y 'Y 
include here by Billett and Rinsland • Both authors go 
into great detail on how the normal distr ibution curve may 
best be divided into fi ve groups for deviation marking-- two 
and one-half standard deviations being laid off on either 
side of t he mean score f or the group , the base line thus be-
i ng divided i nto five relative achievement groups . 
"Hence it has bec ome common educational pro cedure to 
classify pupils in a number of achievement or relative-
growth groups , usually five. Group I consists of those 
pupils who have made very superior or outstanding growth 
i n the particular area covered by the unit or course; 
Group II, of those pupils who have made growth d istinc tly 
above the average of the total group to which they belong; 
Group III, of those who have made average growt h; Group 
IV, of those who have made growth distinctly below aver-
age ; and Group V, of those who have made very i nferior 
growth. •'!/ . . 
Since the normal curve of distribution "humpsn in the 
middle it is des i rable that there be en odd number of gr oups 
so that there may be one large central group aroUnd which the 
l/Charles M. Reinoehl and ]'red C. Ayer , op. cit. , p. 300 . 
2/Roy o. Billett , Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teaching , 
pp. 628-641. 
~Henry D. Rinsland, op. cit., pp . 229-252. 
4 /Roy o. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teaching , 
p . 630. 
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others will tend. Five standard deviations on the baseline or 
the normal curve take in about 99 :pero.ent of all :possible cases 
thus, for all :practical :purposes doing away with the necessity 
for a greater number of groups. ~our and six groups are not 
desirable because of the failure to get a large central group 
when even numbers of groups are used. .l!'ewer numbers of grou:ps 
tone, two, or three) are not informative enough. uroups of 
seven or more require a refinement and accuracy in measurement 
beyond most teacher's ability to discern and most measuring 
instruments' capacities to measure. lt is for the above 
reasons, then, tha t a fi~e-point marking system is :practical. 
Descussion of the ~hird Criterion 
Marks should measure pupil growth in course objectives.--
Eleven of the authors in this review of the literature state 
that evaluation upon which marks are based should measure 
growth toward the goals or objectives of the specific courses 
or of the school itself. nTo be valid a mark should express 
the degree of attainment of the objectives of the course set 
11 
up, and it should represent no other factors. ! t ttDeily work, 
class t e sts , orel quizzes, end final examinations are exarn:ples 
of factors which indicate :progress toward the ob jectives of y 
instruction.~ Traxler claims tha t 
1/H. Emerson Langfitt and others, ,op. cit., p. 179 • 
.§/Clay u. Ross , op. cit., p. 405. 
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" •••• one of the best plens for endowing marks with 
1neaning is to state in detail the purpose of the course 
and then to assign marks in terms of those purposes, 
using comparable test to objectify the marks wherever 
the tests fit the objectives. ttl/ 
Williams and Jacobson describe appraisal in terms of 
objectives as follows: 
"Determine specific objectives; then determine whe t 
behavior on the part of the students will be accepted as 
evidence of progress toward each objective; then p resent 
situations to students where such behav i or can be exempli-
fied; then evaluate student behavior; next determine 
ob j ectivity an d reliability of evaluation, •••• r'2/ 
"A fourth and rel a t i vely recent guide for teachers in 
assigning marks is to base their estimate and appraisal 
upon evidence of growth and development toward a chievement 
of cle erly defined and mutually agreed objectives. 
Teachers and students agree upon the outcomes it is 
desired to achieve as the result of work ing through a 
unit. 't3/ 
Other authors make similar assertions and a re ~uoted here 
to point out the emphasis wh i ch the literature p uts on this 
function of marks. 
11 
•••• the principal may be instrwuental in stimulating 
several teachers at the sixth grade level, or all the 
teachers at the tenth grade level, to consider the 
objectives of instruction which they are carrying out. 
~t is a logic al conclusion tha t these teachers t hen 
sho uld construct cooperatively a t est which measures the 
objectives of instruction. 'til 
"Marks may be determined by the rel ation of achieve-
ment to the r eal objectives of education . ~o validate 
the comparison, the goal s for e a ch grade l evel in each 
1/Arthur E. Traxler, op . cit., p. 27. 
~Lester A. Williams, op . cit., p. 330. 
~Ibid., p. 337. 
1/Paul B. Jacobson and others, op. ci t ., p. 449. 
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major area of experience must be known, as well as the 
amount and character of work completed."'1/ 
tt.Make a systematic attempt to mark scientifically. 
Begin by comparing achievement wit h what was set for 
achievement, with objectives and desired goals."'Y 
"'The attempt is made to specify a variety of aspects 
of the pupil's growth and development; these aspects 
become the objectives, and evaluation is for .the purpose 
of ascertaining the extent of development toward the 
objectives. tty 
"'The evaluation of the achie~ement of the student 
must necessarily be in terms of the objectives of the 
educational program. This · may be both in terms of the 
actual achievement of the specific objectives of the 
course or activity and the achievement relative to the 
ability of the student. Achievement should be further 
analyzed into the various aspects with which the school 
should be concerned."!/ 
"'It may also be pointed out that not enough attent ion 
is given to the relation of marks to the objectives of 
the course. In the assignment of marks, the teacher 
should be consciously aware of the objectives of the 
course, and of the assistance that is given to pupils 
individually in attaining them. ''".2./ 
'~upil achievement should be evaluated in terms of 
the objectives set up for attainment. 'l'ests and examin-
ations should indicate what progress pupils have ma.de L 
toward their goals . The teaching objectives of courses; · 
units and lessons should serve as guides in constructing 
tests in these areas."§/ 
"'Evaluations should be made in relation to the 
purposes of the experiences promoted by the school and 
1/Charles M. Reinoehl and Fred c. Ayer , op. cit., p. 291. 
_g}Ibid., p. 299. 
~Leonard v. Koos, James M. Hughes, Percival w. Hutson, and 
William c. Reavis, Administering the Secondary School, 
Jl..,merican Book Company , New York 1940 p. 585. 
i/William L. Wrinkle, op. cit., p. 223. 
Q/Martin L. Goetting, OJ2• cit., p. 302. 
.§/Ibid., :p. 304. 
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their appropriateness to the abilities and needs of the 
pupils as individuals."!/ 
"Before the teaching-learning cycle begins, and even 
before the unit assignment is planned, the teacher who 
uses the unit method has taken the first, the most 
fundamental, and the most commonly ignored step in 
teaching and testing. That is, he has stated his own 
goal in terms of the educative growth which he wants to 
give his pupils a chance to ma~e; he has stated the unit, 
delimited it, and perhaps also has listed certain 
probable indirect and incidental learning products. 
Hence, he lcnows in part at least what to test for. He 
knows that his testing program should be focused on the 
statement of the unit, its delimitation; and perhaps to 
some extent on the list of probable indirect and incident-
al learning products; and by implication he knows that in 
planning his tests he should ignore the unit assignment 
which is only a means to an end."Y 
Implications.-- 'rhe implications of this criterion that 
marks should measure pupil growth in course objectives is of 
great importance. .tU. l of these authors imply, although only 
'Y 
two of them say so outright , that the marking system and 
the method used in teaching are closely related. In order to 
evaluate pupil growth, it is necessary to know along what lines 
and in what direction we expect the pupil to grow. ln other 
words, there must be clear, definite goals toward which the 
pup il may be expected to work. /Any sound method of teaching 
must have stated goals. Such a method is the unit method. The 
l/William L. Wrinkle, Improving Ivlarlcing and Reporting 
Practices in Elementary and Secondary Schools, p. 64. 
yRoy o. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teaching, 
p. 612. . 
'ijsee Roy 0. Billett, Fw1damentals of Secondary-School Teaching, 
p. 612, and Lester A. Williams, op. cit., p. 337. 
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unit when properly worked out involves goals (in the statement 
of the unit and its delimitation) and evaluation in terms of 
those goals. lt may therefore be concluded that the unit 
method, or a method closely resembling the unit method, is 
essential if a marking system is to validly measure pupil 
growth in course objectives. Marks should have no other basis 
than that of the measurement of pupil growth in course 
objectives. 
Discussion of the Fourth Criterion 
The normal curve should be used as a guide in assigning 
marks.-- The literature brings out two main points in connect-
ion with this criterion. First is the fact that the normal 
curve of distribution should be used and second, that when it 
is used it should be used as a guide. 
"While most educators approve of the use of the normal 
curve of distribution, they find some difficulty in apply-
ing it to small classes, due to the fact that the number 
in the class is too limited to justify the unrestricted 
use of the curve. ln such c ases teachers should probably, 
as fer as possible, ba se their judgments upon the combined 
data of several classes, such data being gathered cumulat-
ively year by yeer •••• Certainly, any arbitrary and 
mechanical assignment of marks according to the normal 
curve in small classes is highly unwarranted. On the 
other hand, the entire set of marks of a teacher--under 
normal conditions--for all classes during a given year 
or semester should approximate the distribution accord-
ing to the normal curve.rr1f 
"Most marking systems that make any pretense of being 
scientific are based upon the normal curve of probability. 
That there are no absolutely fixed percen tages demanded 
by the normal curve is indic a ted by the fact that at 
1/R. Emerson Langfitt and others, op. cit., p. 184. 
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least ten different distributions, each providing a five-
point system have been defended by educators of 
distinction. 'tll 
"The simplest scheme of transmuting point scores into 
letter marks is merely to count off the highest 7 or other 
percent for A, the next highest 24 per cent for e, and so 
on. Hut this system is not sufficiently flexible. ~t 
takes no account of differences among classes in central 
tendency or in variability. This is the primary weakness 
of most so-called curve systems ."2/ 
"Reasonable provision for nontypical classes is a 
crucial matter ~n any curve system."Y 
"A marking system based on the normal curve is used in 
some manner in most schools which prefer to mark pup ils on 
a point scale in terms of their relative achievement 
levels •.•• Neither of the two methods (one of which is 
assigning a certain percent of the class to each point or 
group in the scale) briefly outlined here should be used 
with absolute rigidity •••• It may sometime be justifiable 
to assign a greater or smaller percentage of one or rnore 
letter marks than is called for in the plan or even to 
assign no F or no A marks for a class definitely above or 
below average.ny 
"The best use of the curve is probably to test long-
time or large-group marking •••• By converting such marks 
into those on a five-point scale their distribution, if 
enough of them, should approximate that of the normal 
curve. To the extent that it does this it validates 
marking procedures and uses the curve as a check rather 
than a base for marking.nEJ 
'tin some schools an overenthusiasm for and reliance 
upon statistics has led to overemphasis on the application 
of the normal curve of probability to assignment of marks. 
It is statistically inaccurate as well as psychologically 
1/Clay c. Ross, op. cit., p. 409. 
ijibid., p. 413. 
3/Ibid. , p. 422. 
i/Isaak r~ . Thut and J. Raymond Gerberich, op. cit., p. 262 and f 
.§/Charles I:i . Reinoehl and .f.l'red c. Ayer, op. cit., p. 297. 
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unsound to make rigid ~pplication of the normal curve in 
assigning marks for a class of thirty to forty student s . 
lt is highly improbable that a true representation of 
ability or achievement will be found in any such limited 
group . over a · long period of time, with a considerable 
number of students, it is reasonable to expect that a 
teacher will assign marks over a distribution that will 
approximate the curve of :probability . To apply the normal 
distribution rigidly in distribution of marks for a high 
school class of the usual size is indefensible. often , 
however, a given high school will have worked out for the 
use of teachers some modified form of ordinarily desirable 
distribution of class m&rks."1/ 
'tsuch a device (the normal distribution curve) is at 
best only a guide, and every teacher must be governed by 
circumstances and by the nature of his students."~ 
••rt should be stressed that the suggested distribu-
tion pertains to an average class and not necessarily to 
a specific class ••• • .l t is a well-known statistical fact 
that the normal curve is most operative in a rating pro-
cedure when many cases are included in the distribution. 't'Y 
~After several hundred marks have been issued over a 
period of a year or a semester, the teacher may be inter-
ested in knowing to what extent his marks approach 
normality. Perhaps the greatest value of the normal 
curve to the individual teacher is to serve as this type 
of check. lt should not be implied that the distribution 
of every teacher's marks should coincide with the curve, 
but in cases where departure from it are radical, the 
teacher should be able to justify such devie.tion."Y 
'•While no mathematicAl formula will indic Pte the 
exact number of pupils who should receive A, B, C, D, or l!', 
the normal distribution curve provides a means of ascert-
aining the approximate expectancies for the occurrence 
of each mark."Q/ 
1/Lester A. Williams, op. cit., p. 322. 
yrbid., p. 334. 
YEdward " Bolmeier, 0!2· cit., p. 295. v. 
1/Martin L. Goetting, 0!2· cit., p. 302. 




~erhaps most favorable to the standardization of 
the significance of marks is the practice of basing the 
distribution of marks on what is frequently called the 
normal distribution, or normal curve, though there still 
exists much misunderstanding with respect to its merits 
and the technique of its use.~1J 
"Having the teachers compute the percentage of marks 
assigned and then prepare a graph on the basis of the 
computations will focus attention on their practices of 
marking. 'l'here may be valid reasons why a given class 
differs markedly from the normal curve. After the 
teacher has computed the percentages, he should be able 
to justify the deviation from the normal :pat tern, if 
such exists.~y 
~use of the procedure lusing the normal curve) implies 
no coercion of the teacher to make present distributions 
of marks conform precisely with either the curve of 
ability, accomplishment, or effort. The proc.edure is 
intended to be an aid to the teacher's judgment but not to 
replace her judgment in the matter of awarding marks."~ 
~rt is a common happening in such cases to obtain a 
distribution closely resembling the normal distribution. 
1h iters on educational statistics are not wholly in 
agreement as to the meaning of the fact. rtowever, as far 
as the present writer can see, it means that the pupils 
enrolling in e given course from year to ye &r constitute 
a separate tt:population n in the statistical sense. Hence, 
when their growth is measured with a valid test which is 
sufficiently long and finely enough divided, the total 
scores tend to follow a normal distribution when graphed 
a.round their own mean and in terms of their own standard 
deviation. 11i/ 
Statistical basis for use of normal curve.-- The quest-
ion might well be asked why the normal curve of distribution 
1/Harl H. Douglass, urganization and .Administration of 0econd-
ary Schools, Ginn and co., Boston l932 p. 398. 
~/Paul~. dacobson and others, op. cit., p. 448. 
~Roy o. Billett, Provisions for lndividuel Differences, 
Marking and Promotion, p. 440. 
i/Roy 0. Billett, .thmdame n tals of Secondary-School Teaching, 
p. 635. 
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should enter into the marking situation at all. otatistics 
have shown that large numbers of meas urements of hQman physical 
traits tend to distribute themselves evenly about a large 
central group so that when graphed the curve essumes a bell 
shape. This phenomenon is assumed and has been shown to carry 
over in to the measurement of mental growth as well. l''or this 
reason it is justifiable to say that the normal curve should 
be used as a basis in assigning marks. ~or reasons made clear 
in the literature~ this scheme cannot be followed rjgidly. 
Small cla sses and classes grouped according to .ability are 
obvious examples of situations in which the distribution curve 
cannot function normally. The use of the curve in such c ases 
is as a guide or a test of marks over a long period of time 
or in large composite groups. 
Vpposed to use of normal curve.-- 1n all the literature 
reviewed, only one author advocated abolishing the use of the 
JJ 
normal curve. ~lessen writes as follows: 
25 
'tThe following sugges tions are offered as a uossible _ __.. 
modific a tion of the marking system for subjects in which 
higher courses cannot be t aught successfully unless the 
students acquired a sufficient mastery of the prerequis-
ites •••• 2. The method of marking on a curve is to be 
abolished. Teachers should be mede to understand that 
no attention will be paid to the distribution of grades 
in their classes.rt 
Niessen takes the untenable position that absolute stand-
ards in science and mathematics must be maintained, thus con-
tinuing along a philosophy which is contrary to the present-
i/ .Abraham i il. rde ssen, "Marking on a curve,., School Science and 
Mathematics, ffebruary 1946, 46:157. 
day philosophy of education. 0uch a way of thinking in regard 
to absolute standards make s teaching subject-matter-centered 
rather than child-growth-and-development-centered. If absolute 
1
standards could. be set up in science and mathematics, then 
I Niessen 's order to abolish the use of the norma.l curve would 
be justifiable. Such sta.ndards cannot rightly be set up for 
these subje cts any more than for other school subjects. 
It must be concluded in the light of the evidence that 
the judicious use of the normal curve in assigning marks is 
~ood for validating marking procedures and :procuring some 
degree of uniformity in the meaning of marks in the local 
system. 
Discussion of the Fifth Criterion 
'rhe scholarship mark should be a measure of achievement 
only.-- The fact that scholarship marks are all t oo often in-
fluenced by fac tors other than achievement probably prompted 
more than half the authors in this review to stress the point 
that scholarship marks should be a measure of achievement only. 
"The marks assigned in school subjects shouls me asure 
achievement in the subject concerned . School marks should 
not be based upon attendance, behavior, effort, or any 
other characteristic of achievement other than progress or 
status in the course. Any other :procedure is certain to 
result in or contribute to: (a) The misleading of invest-
igators in educational research . (b) Lack of objectivity 
and validity of marks. lc) The misleading of :pupils and 
:parents as to :pupils' achievements.n1/ . 




"Scholarship marks should measure achievement only. \ .---
They are too frequently a composite of many factors. ...--\ ·' 
Certainly no personal qualities such as character traits 
should affect them."!/ 
ftBase term marks on achievement in all the work a 
pupil does. This consists of such phases of the work as , 
class reports, written and creative contributions, and --[ 
tes t scores.fty i 
"Permit no outcomes of learning to influence an esti-
mated scholarship mark in a sub ject except those which are 
measured by it. Do not allow ability in handwriting, for ~­
example, to affect marks in other subjects. Also keep 
the elements of achievement and personality character-
istics clearly separated. 'tY 
uunless the term grades are restricted to measures of 
achievement, they cannot be readily interpr~ted by any- -~, 
body other than the teacher who submitted the grade."!/ 
"The term grade should not reflect the teacher's 
opinion of the student's character or of his potential-
ities. The mathematics student whose demonstrated ability 
entitles him to the final grade of A should not have his 
final grade lowered to a B because he was regularly tardy 
in turning in homework assignments or because the teacher 
thinks the student is so conceited that a lower grade may 
have therapeutic value. Similarly, another mathematics 
student whose demonstrated ability entitles him to a C 
should not have his final grade raised to a B because the 
teacher knows how conscientious the student is in doing 
every assignment made in class.".§/ 
"School marks, then, should merely record achieve-
ment toward realization of goals--just that and nothing ·"\" 
more. ln assigning marks, it is not legitimate to take 
l/Charles M. Reinoehl and li'red c • .Ayer, op. cit., p. 291. 
yrbid., P· 299. 
yLoc. cit. 
!/Harry N. Rivlin, Teachin~ Adolescents in Secondary Schools, 
Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., New York 1948 p. 447 • 
.§/Loc. cit. 
!_ 
into account misbehavior, for example, unless that mis-
behavior has contributed directly to and affected un-
favorably the student fs achievement or failure •••• Marks 
are coming more and more to be true signs of achievement. 
Working hard or using the right method but not achieving 
progress merits credit for these intangibles but counts 
nothing toward a mark indicative of subject achievement.tt1f 
"Too little is it realized today that school marks 
should represent achievement, and achievement only, in 
terms of the area of learning outcomes for which the 
course is responsible.tt~ 
nMarks should represent achievement without serving 
as false stimuli to achievement. A mark should follow 
logically when achievement has been made. It should 
represent achievement that has been made 9 and should not 
serve as a cause for future achievement."~ 
"All marks must be based only on achievement.tt.1J 
't-\ 
"In any event, here is a factor generally unsuspected 
which enters in a very real way into the mark which 
ideally should stand for one thing only, namely, scholastic 
achievement."2/ 
"Probably the single greatest cause of the unreliab-
ility of teachers' grades is the large number of different 
factors that they consider when they estimate the ' grade. 
Some teachers consider effort, some intelligence, some 
character, and some other factors •••• P~l information 
should be combined in studying a child; but the purer -
the measure in each phase of his life and learning, the ./ 
more accurate will be our knowledge and the more nearly 
correct will be our diagnosis of this child and our 
treatment of him for maximum growth."§/ 
11JLester A. Williams, op. cit., p. 322. 
&JR. Emerson Langfitt and others, op. cit., p. 179. 
~/Martin L. Goetting, op. cit., p. 304. 
!/Vaughn R. DeLong, 'tAchieving Fairness and Uniformity in 
Marking by a Point Systemtt, .American School Board J-ournal, 
July 1944 109:29-30. · 
£/Roy o. Billett, Provision for Individual Differences, 
Marking and Promotion, p. 429. 
£/Henry D. Rinsland, op. cit., p. 261. 
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"Daily work class tests, oral quizzes, and final 
examinations are examples of f ac tors which indicate ~ 
progress toward the objectives of instruction. ln other 
words, they may be accepted as evidences of scholarship. t1J 
"The cumulative record also should c arry the most 
reliable estimate possible of the relative-growth which 
the pupil has achieved in the course as a whole."§/ 
Importance of criterion.-- There are several reasons why 
this criterion that the scholarship mark should be a measure of 
achievement only is emphasized by the literature. Billett 
y 
sums it up when he says 
"The practice of issuing a separate mark, or rating, 
for each characteristic or trait in which growth is to be 
encouraged seems in every way preferable to the awarding 
of a single composite mark which, because it is composed 
of varying amounts of many ingredients, is in fact en 
unlcnown quantity. " 
Daily work, class tests, summaries written by the pupils, 
logs of pupil progress derived from careful observation and 
oral questioning, and written and creative work done by the 
pupils are all legitimate means of evaluating achievement. 
Marks which take into consideration such factors as intellig-
ence, attendance, behav ior, and effort cannot be interpreted by 
anyone other than the teacher who gave them, and probably then 
not reliably. l!'ailure to exclude all factors which do not 
!/Clay c. Ross, op. cit., p. 405. 
g/Roy o. Billett, ll'undamentals of Secondary-School Teaching, 
p. 648. lSee p. 645 for list of six objective sources of 
evidence of pupil growth.) 
~Roy 0. Billett, Provisions for Individual Differences, 
Marking and Promotion, p. 435. 
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contribute to the measurement of achievement makes marks 
unreliable, invalid, meaningless, and misleading to guidance 
~ersonnel, teachers, parents, and the pupils themselves. Just 
as the first criterion in this chapter advocates that there 
should be a separate mark for each trait or characteristic in 
which growth is deemed desirable, so there should be a 
separate mark for scholarship based on only those factors 
which are a meas ure of achievement. 
Discussion of the Sixth Criterion 
There should be a separate mark. for each trait in which 
growth is deemed desirable.-- The literature reveals the 
following points of view on this topic: 
~The practice of using a variety of ratings to 
su~plement achievement marks or to substitute for them 
appears justifiable. Such factors a s a~plication, 
interest, effort, improvement, and habits of citizenship 
have been listed separately. This practice should cause 
teachers to be less influenced by special factors in 
assigning marks.~!/ 
~If it is desired to reward industry, citizenshi~, ~ 
or achievement in proportion to ability, supplementary _ ·\ 
marks sho~ld be used.ft~ 
nThere should be some other provision on the stu-
dents' ~ermanent record card for the teacherst comments 
on personality traits and scholastic habits that may \ 
be better bases for guidance than e.re the term grades, 
but these comments should be separated from the grades 
themselves. tty 
.!./Charles 1~1 . Reinoehl and B'red c. Ayer, op. cit., p. 291. 
,YHarl H. Douglass, op. cit., p. 396. 
~Harry .N. Rivlin, op. cit., p. 447. 
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ncertain other less objective factors also may enter 
into the assignment of marks, _ such as student effort, I 
speed, promptness, dependa.bility and the li~e. The 
- -legitimate place for use of such factors is in the deter-
mination of character of citizenship ratings, not in 
assigning scholastic marks. n·y 
"Many schools are including as a part of their 
reports to parents supplementary records to the achievement 
marks, records concerning th~ qualities of citizenship, ' 
personality, and attitude of the pupil."£/ 1l 
"Awarding a sepa.rate mark or rating of industry, 
application, or effort as is done in many schools helps 
the parent and other interested persons to interpret the 
mark in accomplishment.~~ 
"The practice of issuing a separate mark, or rating, 
for each characteristic or trait in which growth is to be 
encouraged seems in every way preferable to the awarding 
of a single composite mark which, because it is composed 
of varying amounts of many ingredients, is in fact an 
unknown quantity."!/ 
~The average school system would do well to provide 
a uniform report form which would list the most signifi-
cant factors of appraisal applicable to most of the school 
subjects."Q/ 
"Provision for the reporting of teacher evaluations 
of pupil character and personality traits is not common 
on report cards in supplementation of the marks regularly 
reported in school subjects.n§/ 
- i-
"Rating attitudes> character, and citizenship. ~he 
importance of grading or rating these forms of conduct or ~~ 
achievement has been mentioned, but it is necessary to ~ 
separate these from subject-matter achievement •••• s ome 
!}Lester A. Williams, op. cit., p. 336. 
~H. Emerson Langfitt and others, op. cit., p. 184. 
£/Roy o. Billett, Provisions for lndividual Differences, 
Marking and Promotion, p. 430, 
i/Ibid., p. 435. 
Q/Edward G. Bolmeier, op. cit., p. 293. 
§/Isaak N. Thut and J. Raymond Gerberich, op. cit., p. 264. 
teachers consider effort, some intelligence, some charac-
ter, and some other factors. These things not only should 
be rated, but at least some of them should be reported to 
parents on report cards along with scholarship."!/ 
"Many teachers will object to leaving out consider-
ation such factors as the pupils' attitude, effort, 
conduct in the class. and various personality traits •••• 
A second mark, in citizenshi~, including most of the 
above items, has been added by many schools with a con-
siderable amount of success. lt is better still, no 
doubt, to provide a separate mark or rating to indicate 
growth in each characteristic or trait deemed important 
by the school."~ 
~No single symbol can be en intelligible index of 
student achievement unless the achievement evaluated 
represents a single outcome or unless the achievement 
of several outcomes may be assumed to be identical. 
Any adequate plan for the evaluation of student 
experiences will necessarily require as many separate 
evaluations a.s there are separate things evaluated. tty 
Importance of separate marks for each trait.-- 'l'here is 
wide agreement in the articles reviewed that m0re than one 
mark or symbol is necessary to give any information of value. 
Such detailed reporting by marks is of particular value to 
parents, administrators, and guidance workers who are concerned 
with the future academic and vocational choices of the pupil 
as well as the general overall growth and development of the 
pupil. 'l'his practice of using a separate mark for each trait 
tends to make marks valid and reliable. Teachers are not 
concerned with the uncertain "weight i ng tt of factors going into 
!}Henry D. Rinsland, op. cit., p. 261. 
y'Glay c:. Hoss, op. cit., p. 405. 
~/William L. Wrinkle, improving ~arking and .Heporting 
Practices in Elementary and Secondary Schools, p. 64. 
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the make-up of a mark. NOr are they concerned later with an 
ettempt to make a single mark represent the sum total of their 
judgment of the pupilts progress and growth. Such a composite 
mark can have little . meaning since it is composed in varying 
unknown amounts of many factors and is, therefore, an unknown 
quantity. The adoption of this criterion, a separate mark 
for each tre.i t in which growth is deemed desirable as a guide 
for marking practices and procedures, will go far toward 
putting any marking system on a sound basis. 
Discussion of the oeventh Criterion 
Marks should be ob,jective as far as possible.-- Williams, 
perhaps better than the other authors i n this review of the 
literature, gives a summary statement on the topic of marks 
being as objective as possible. His statement follows: 
v 
"No t all desirable results of the educative process 
can be measured objectively at present, but more of them 
can be now than ever before. 'l'he good teacher knows how .--
to reduce subjectivity in marking, keeping ever before 
him the desired goals of complete justice to the student 
and the student's welfare.n 
Other authors' views follow: 
( 
ttFinal marks for a semester, quarter, month, or six-
week period should represent the best possible estimate 
of achievement and status in the subject •••• The safe 
criterion to employ is that which uses whatever evidence 
is available in whatever way will result in the most 
accurate estimate of the :progress and status of each 
given pupil at the time when the mark is assigned."g/ 
1/Lester A. Williams, op. cit., p. 336. 
,01Harl R. Douglass, op. cit., p. 396 and f. 
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"After the teacher has built an objective test that 
is valid, reliable, diagnos tic , and easy to administer 
and score, and after he has administered the test and 
scored the papers, he still has the problem of finding 
out what the results mean. To solve this problem he 
needs to study the results in two ways; first, to discover 
the actual growth of each pupil ,and of the class as a 
whole; second, to discover the relat ive growth of each 
pupil, that is, each pupil's actual growth in relation to 
the actual growth of each other pupil, and of the class 
as a whole."',!/ 
,.Greater reliability results when such tests are in- ~. 
formal and objective and when they are supplemented with -r-
standard tests given or: ce or twioe each year."Y 
••Make marking as objective as possible. This can be 
done by limiting it to factual or drill materials and by 
avoiding its use with materials purely subjective or 
social •••• Essay or subjective papers may be placed into '~ 
three or five groups according to quality end then marked. tl 
It is better to begin with typical than with doubtful 
pe.pers •••• Pupils may profitably assist in marking their 
own or others' papers at times when tests are relatively 
short and wholly objective."'ij 
"The significant, feature of this plan which distin-
guishes it from many marking practices is that final 
marks are determined by objective data which have accumu-
lated over the school year rather than by sentimental 
or partial reasons. This fact should be a protective 
feature for principals and teachers in dealing with dis-
gruntled pupils and parents who suspect that certain 
pupils have been discriminated against for personal 
reasons. 't!/ 
nsince objectivity is the chief factor contributing 
to the reliability of meas ur ing instruments, the object-
ive test is more reliable than the subjective test. ~he 
objective test is now more widely used than it was a few 
years ago, and it has helped put educational procedure 
1/Roy 0. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teaching, 
p. 628. 
,gjGharles M. Reinoehl and Fred c. Ayer, op. cit., p. 291. 
'ijibid., p . 299. 
4/Edward c. Bolmeier~ op. cit., p. 299 . 
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on a more scientific (impersonal and objective ) basis. ••y 
"It is better, as a ruleJ to rely u:pon objective 
evidence rather than u:pon opinion, and u:pon written ~­
records rather than upon the teacher's memory . "~ 
" •••• it becomes necessary for the teacher to determine 
by objective means, a pupil's capacity to learn, and to 
assign marks indicating to what degree a pupil achieves 
with respect to his capacity."~ 
" •••• it [the marking techniquvmust also utilize as 
far as is consonant with the nature of the field and 
necessary consideration of validity in test items, a 
thorough-going objectivity in approach. ln this respect 
not only the standardized tests on the market today, but 
also the common new-type exrunination locally constructed, 
may be of value."!/ 
"The following suggestions are offered as a possible 
modification of the marking system for subjects in which 
• higher courses cannot be taught successfully unless the -~ 
students acquired a sufficient mastery of the prerequis- \ 
ites: 1. Final grades should be based upon standard tests. 
In large school systems these tests should be the same 
for all schools."~ 
Factors contributing to objectivity.-- A large number of 
objective test items contributes greatly to validity and 
reliability. A great deal can be found in the literature 
about the so- called new~ty:pe test. Unfortunately , the name 
new-type test has been used to describe the test made up of 
true-false, multiple-response, matching, and completion items 
and variations and combinations of these types. The use of 
!)Henry D. Rinsland, op. cit., p. 15. 
~Clay c. Ross, op. cit., p. 40?. 
3/Paul B. Jacobson and others, op. cit., :p. 452. 
!fR. Emerson Langfitt and others, op. cit., :p. 179. 
Q/Abraham M. Niessen, op. cit., p. 15?. 
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such items as those just mentioned started e.round the beginning 
of the twentieth century and has increased in both use and 
popularity since then with the result that it is no longer a 
new type of test. Coupled with this movement was the attempt 
at objectifying the scoring of the essay examination . While 
not all desirable outcomes of educat ive growth can be measured 
by ob jective tests, the use of rating scales, carefully kept 
logs of teacher observations, obje ctive methods of scoring 
e s say type examinations, and the like will tend to reduce 
subjectivity. 
Objectivity in marks reduces to a minimum any chance of 
teacher prejudice--favorable and unfavorable. lt reduces 
unreliability, sentimentality, opinion, partiality, discrimin-
ation, and inaccuracy concerning the data on which marks are 
·, 
based. Objective tests measure in greater detail and more 
or 
accurately the outcomes of ed~ation~ the growth toward those 
goal s and objectives which each course should have set up. lf"or 
these reasons then, marks should be based on data which have 
been, in so far as possible, objectively obtained. 
Discussion of the Eighth Criterion 
There s hould be uniformity within the local system.--
Although this topic may seem to be unnecessary in light of 
the pre~eding criteria discussed, several authors find it of 
sufficient importance to give it special treatment. 'l'heir 
views follow: 
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~Marks assigned by different teachers should repre-
sent as nearly as possible the same relative degree of 
achievement. Since there is no reliable method of di-
rectly equating degrees of achievement in different 
subjects, efforts in that direction must employ some 
indirect method. 'l'he method employed with greatest success 
is that of basing the distribution of marks on the 
assumption of approximately normal distribution of ability 
in typical classes.~l/ 
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'tThe final grades which the teacher submits for his 
students should be based on standards that are set by the 
school rather than those set by each individual teacher. ~e? 
During the term each teacher may set whatever standards ; 
he thinks are most appropriate for his class, but when the 
term ends, the grade which the student receives should 
indicate the same degree of mastery whether it be given 
by one teacher or by another. When some teachers mark 
generously and other teachers grade their students more 
severely, the student's scholastic record may be in-
fluenced as much by the teachers to whose classes he 
happened to be assigned as by his own e.ccomplishments. "Y 
"The school should establish a sufficient degree of 
uniformity in its marldng system to maintain standards of 
compHre.bility, reliability, and equity. tt'ij 
"LDescribing the advantages of using the normal curve 
of distribution as a basis for markingJ One of the chief 
values of this type of marking system is that it promotes 
greater uniformity in the distribution of marks among 
teachers within a school."!/ · 
"It {the use of the normal distribution curvi7 
serves to prevent misunderstandings among the teachers 
in regard to marks. "Q/ · 
"Four-fifths of the schools tQf 258 better-than-aver-
age schools in the surveil report the aeme plan of mark-
ing to be used in all secondary schools of the local 
system, while only one-half report the same plan to be 
1/Harl R. Douglass, op. cit., p. 396. 
yHarry N. Rivlin, op. cit., p. 447. 
~R. Emerson Langfitt and others, op. cit., p. 189. 
ifHarl R. Douglass and Hubert H. Mills, op. cit., p. 459. 
2/Ibid., P• 460. 
used in both the elementary and secondary schools. 'l'he 
fact that, in a fifth of the schools studied, a uniform 
practice does not exist even within the secondary schools 
of the local system again reflects the existing uncertain-
ty as to what the marking procedure should be.~l/ 
DeLong lists the following as one of the problems he and 
his teachers wanted to solve with respect to their marking 
system. tie thus indicates the importance of uniformity within 
the lodal system. Other authors~ views follow: 
"There was no uniformity in marking and no way of 
determining just how much variation did exist. A percent-
age system of marking was in use with 75 percent as the 
passing mark. Each teacher assigned marks without regard 
to their percentage value. This caused much confusion 
for identical marks in different subjects might, and 
frequently did, mean very different grades of achieve-
ment. tty 
"The most important marks are those which are received 
at the end of the course and which become a part of the 
pupil's permanent record. tiow should these be determined? 
What should be the relative weight of the final examin-
ation, class tests, daily recitations, written work done 
outside the class, and the like? Unfortunately there is 
no objective manner of determining the optimum weights. 
It must be a matter of judgment. 'l'he main thing is to 
obtain a reasonable degree of uniformity among the fs.cul ty. 
Such wide diversity of practice Las reporte£7 must be 
avoided. '•'§/ 
"If the Appraisal Heports are to be meaningful, there 
must be some degree of uniformity among the various 
departments and among the instructors of a single depart-
ment with respect to the distribution of ratings. As a 
general guide it may be stated that for average classes 
approximately 10, 20, 40, 20, 10 percent of the pupils 
fall into each of the five categories of the marking 
scale. '•i/ 
lJRoy o. Billett, Provisions for Individual Differences, 
Marking and Promotion, p. 427. 
E./Vaughn R. DeLong, op. cit., p. 29. 
'§/Clay c. Ross, op. cit., p. ~07. 
!/Edward c. Bolmeier, op. cit,, P• 295. 
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Reasons for emphasis on uniformity.~- Evidently the wide -
Fpreed lack of uniformity in local marking systems prompted 
~base authors to make a special point of this topic, One of 
f he practices which will promote uniformity most has already 
!
been discussed under Uri terion l''our, p . 21. 1\fote what 
!.1 
Douglass says in this regard. 
"Pe r haps most favorable to the standardization of .\ 
the significance of marks is the practice of basing the ~ 
dist ribution of marks on what is frequently called the 
normal distribution, or normal curve, though there still 
exists much misunderstanding with respect to its merits 
and the technique of its use." 
Six of the eight authors quoted have pointed out else-
where in the literature that the normal curve of distribution 
should be used as a guide in assigning marks. This practice 
~ust, if properly carried out, bring about some degree of 
uniformity within the local system so that marks in different 
courses and different schools within the system may be com-
parable and more meaningful. Basing scholarship marks on 
measures of achievement only lsee the Fifth Criterion p. 26.} 
is another clue for securing greater uniformity. uniformity 
may also be aided by having the schoolts objectives clearly 
stated and then measuring pupil growth or achievement in 
those objectives. 
'l'he fact that this criterion, tha t marks should be 
uniform, is not something which mey be obtained directly but 
)i s rather the result of certain practices doe not lesses its 
1/Harl R. Douglass, ou. cit., p. 398. 
importance. lts greatest value would seem to lie in its use 
as a check on whether or not these desirable practices are 
being carried Dut. If there is lack of uniformity in assign-
ing marks in the local system, then the probable cause may be 
found in the failure to observe other criteria such as have 
been mentioned here. lSee criteria Three, ffour, and ~ive on 
pp. 17, 21, and 26 respectively.) 
Discussion of the hinth criterion 
Marks sho uld be valid, reliable, and diagnostic.--
Exoerpts from the literature on this topic follows: 
ttThe marks e.ss igned in school subjects should measure 
achievement in the subject concerned •••• Any other pro--
cedure is certain to result in or contribute to: (a) •••• 
(b) Lack of objectivity and validity of marks ll) as · 
measures of achievement and progress (2) as bases for pro~ 
motion and classification (3) as data for educ ational and 
vocational guidance \4) as bases for college recommend-
.ations. "1/ 
"Valid. Have marks measure the amount and quality · of 
learning correctly. lnclude in objective tests a fair 
sampling of important materials covered by instruction. 
use standard tests to check the validity of other measures 
and to safeguard against errors."E./ 
"School marks may be valid in the sense that they 
measure what the teacher had in mind. This does not mean, 
however, that they are either reliable or consistent . 
When a teacher holds to no definite basis or set of bases, 
variability in me.rking results."'ij 
'•To the extent that marks do not measure achievement 
accurately, they become unreliable. Inconsistency results 
1/Harl R. Douglass, op. cit., p. 395 and f. 
1
&/Charles N. Reinoehl and Fred C. Ayer, op. cit., p. 292 • . 
I 
lyrbid., P• 286. 
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when they do not measure the same way at different times. 
A teacher may remark a paper after a long interval of 
time. Tf she fails to mark it the same each time, she 
is not consistent.nlf 
»Qne very effective means of obtaining high obj~c t­
ivity in the collection of data about high school students 
is to use instruments which have been constructed for 
the purpose of reducing the influence of the human factor 
to a minimum. Such an instrument must possess certain 
characteristics . 
A good measuring instrument must be valid; that is, 
it must measure what it purports to measure •••• A satis-
factory measuring inst rument must also be reliable, 
dependable; always and under all circumstances it must 
measure the factor in a situation for which it is a valid 
test."Y 
" •••• it is important to note that both the validity 
and the reliability of marks depend upon the character of 
the measurment devices and techniques employed. To be 
valid, a mark should express the degree of attainment of 
the objectives of the course set up, and it should re-
present no other factors. 
To be reliable a mark must be an accurate and depend-
able indication of achievement •••• Every effort should be 
made to derive marks which are both valid and reliable, be-
cause they play such .an important role in vital decisions 
concerning the direction and progress made by each pupil."3" 
-
" •••• the validity of standardized achievement test 
scores should be verified in terms of the objecti~es of 
the course."!/ 
"When achievement alone is considered, regardless of 
the att i tude, the character, or the personality of the 
student, then we can get a valid measure of achievement • 
41 
•••• If nothing but subject-matter achievement is consider-·~ 
ed in subject-matter grades, then it will be possible to 1' 
measure these factors with a very high degree of 
validity. ".2/ 
I/Charles M. Reinoehl and Jlre d C. Ayer, op. cit., :p. 286. 
~Lester A. Williams , op. cit., p. 324. 
~R. Emerson Langfitt and others, op. cit., p. 179. 
i/Harl R. Douglass and Hubert H. Mills, op. cit., p. 459. 
Q/Henry D. Rinsland, op. cit., p. 228. 
ttTo determine these ranks, valid and reliable measur-
ing instruments must be used. Perfectly valid and reli-
able tests would, of course, :place each pupil in his exact 
orde r of merit, but such an ideal can be only approximated • 
•••• The marks can never be more valid than are the scores 
or ranks upon which they ere based."!/ 
"Mter the teacher has built an objective test that 
is valid, reliable, diagnostic, and easy to administer 
and score, and after he has administered the test and 
scored the papers, he still has the problem of finding 
out what the results mean."£/ 
"Marks reported to parents should be helpfully diag-
nostic; this function should not be vitiated by the more 
clerical uses made of marks filed in the office for 
administra.ti ve uses in classification, promotion, and 
transfer."'Y 
ttAnother advanta.ge of an accurate egading system is 
its diagnostic value. Immediately after the teacher has~-­
covered a unit of work, he should give comprehensive 
diagnostic tests.tt1f 
Impor t ance of this criterion~-- Little need be said 
regarding the importance of this criterion, that marks should 
be valid, reliable, and diagnostic. The claim has been made 
that marks serve (a) administrative , lb) guidance and coun-
seling, and (c) reporting to parents purposes. However, as 
pointed out in the literature, mar ks which are not valid (true 
measures of what they claim to measure), reliable (consistent) , 
and diagnostic lof fine enough distinction to point out weak 
points and strong points in the pupil's educative growth) ere 
lfClay c. Ross, op. cit., p. 412. 
£/Roy o. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teaching, 
p. 628. 
~R. Emerson Langfitt and others, op. cit., p. 188. 
1/Henry D. Rinsland, op. cit., p. 260. 
--
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meaningless and hence worthless for all purposes which marks 
might claim to serve. 
Discussion of the Tenth Criterion 
Marks should be sufficiently de t ailed to serve administra-
tive and guidance functions adequately.-- The literature 
reveals the following on this topic: 
"For such purposes Lj)rediction and guidance7 certain 
significant comparative measures should be obtaTned and 
kept in :pupils' records. Many of the objective procedures 
used to ascertain the degree of attainment by pupils of 
objectives in harmony with the new conception will lend 
themselves to such use. However, care will need to be 
exercised in making use of them or reporting them to 
pupils or their parents, lest the aim to maintain a 
dominantly noncoropeti tive school be defeated. 't!f 
"Some schools are experimenting with the use of in-
formal letters written to parents by teachers i nstead of 
marks. These let t ers are descriptive of the pupil's 
progress, the character of his work, his weak and his 
strong points, with suggestions for specific improvement. 
The school uses its more traditional symbolic mark for 
purposes of office records. Certainly this procedure is 
in the right direction."~ 
"Because colleges still requlre tra~scripts of credits 
in terms of the alphabetical symbols, high schools have 
no alternative but to supply such traditional appraisal of 
scholastic accomplishments. 'I'herefore marks of .A ,B,C,D, 
and F are computed from the average point credits and are 
recorded on the permanent records. lt is emphasized, 
however, that such marks are not to be used in reporting 
progress to pupils or parents. 'l'he :periodic Appraisal tY 
Reports reveal pupil progress in a more meaningful and 
detailed manner than do such symbols. r•y 
1/Leonard v. Koos and others, op. cit., p. 598. 
~/R. Emerson Langfitt and others, op. cit., p. 184. 
~Edward c. Bolmeier, op. cit., p. 29?. 
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~ •••• two types of grades will be presented-- a 
clinical grade and a practical grade. The clinical grade 
will be highly accurate and technical and of the nature 
of a diagnostic, clinical, and confidential record of 
children's school achievement . ~he practical grade will 
be less accurate, more practical, simpler to underst and, 
and such that it may be given to parents and children as 
a description of achievement and progress.~!/ 
"In fact there is much to commend it .Lthe "S" and 'tU" 
type marking systemJ, especially for reporting to parents. 
The confidential school records, however, should also take 
into account the individual's progress in relation to 
others, as well as in relation to his own ca:pacity and 
:past record, if he is to be guided intelligently in his 
subsequent educational and vocational choices. 'l'his will 
require a supplementary set of marks which r ecogni ze s 
fi ner distinctions than merely satisfactory or unsetis-
factory."?J 
"Whatever forms for use in reporting are developed, 
a separate report involving the use of a five-point scale 
should be mainta ined for administrative record purposes."~ 
Reasons for detailed marks.-- A number of reasons are 
i/ 
offered for a detailed system of marks. Wrinkle f ound a 
great need for the five-point scale type of marking to satisfy 
queries from colleges which were considering entrance applic-
ations of students from hi s laboratory school. This sort of 
record should be kept regardless of the type of report sent 
to parents and pupils if for no other purposes than administra-
2/ 
tive. Koos and others state that for purposes of guidance 
i/Henry D. Rinsland, op. cit., p. 22?. 
_g/Clay c. Ross, op. cit., p. 408. 
~William L. Wrinkle, Improving Marking and Reporting 
Practices in. Elementary and Secondary Schools, p. 83, 
1/Loc. cit. 
Q/Leonard v. Koos and others, op. cit., p. 588. 
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"certain significant comparative measures should obtained". 
These same authors reject the idea of reporting such compare-
tive measures to :parents because of their ~aim to maintain 
11 
a dominantly non-competitive school~. Rinsland would have a 
report for :parents and pupils which would be an easily under-
stood description of achievement and :progress. He would also 
have a ~clinical grade" which would be diagnostic, "a confid-
ential record of children's school achievement" for school y 
use. Hoss :points out the need for a more detailed report 
than the ns'' and "U" (satisfactory and unsatisfactory j type 
of marking if the report is to be of value for guidance :pur-& . 
poses. Billett mentions two forms for marks--for office use 
and f or use in reporting to :pupils and :parents. 
~t is true that a marking system should not be set up so 
that competition among pupils is of foremost concern. lt is 
also true that the elimination of all competion is equally 
undesirable. if the basic function of a marking system is to 
inform :parents of pupil growth and development, then it would 
seem that the more information which the school can give the 
parent the better the marking system will be performing this 
function. Several of the writers give the impression that 
there is some information which should be kept from parents 
f/Henry D. Rinslend , op. cit., p. 227. 
g/Clay c. Ross, op. cit., p. 408. 
~Roy 0. Billett, ll'undamen tals of !::l econdary-School 'l'e aching, 
p. 648 and f. 
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and pupils. Such information might be for the confidential use 
of guidance workers and teachers. Some authors, as noted, 
suggest two sets of marks. The necessity for having two sets 
of marks is dependent on the school administration's philosophy 
and the demands made by the community~ lt may be concluded 
that regardless of the form of the report sent to the parents, 
marks should be sufficiently detailed to serve administrative 
and guidance functions adequately. 
Discussion of the Eleventh criterion 
Marks should indicate each puuil's actual growth and 
relative growth.-- '!'here is disagreement among the authors as 
to just what a mark should indicate. ~he following authors 
say that actual and relative growth should both be indicated. 
11 
H. Emerson Langfitt and others describe three bases for 
marks. 
~(A) The absolute method based largely upon subject-
ive standards of the teachers. (B) The relative method 
of marking based upon the use of .the normal curve of 
distribution. lC) The individual method of marking, 
based upon net progress of the pupil •••• Some teachers 
use a combination of the several bases suggested as a 
means of arriving at marks.~ 
"After the teacher has built an objectiv'e test that 
is valid, reliable, diagnostic, and easy to administer 
and score, and after he has administered the test and 
scored the papers, he still has the problem ot finding out 
what the results mean. 'l'o solve this problem he needs to 
study the results in two ways; first, to discover the ~ 
actual growth of each pupil and of the class as a whole; 
second, to discover the rel a tive growth of each pupil, 
that is, each pupil's actual growth in relation to the 
1JR. Emerson Langfitt and others, op. cit., p. 182. 
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actual growth of each other pupil, and of the class as a 
whole. ny · 
nThe confidential school records, however, should 
also take into account the individual's progress in rela-
tion to others, as well as in relation to his own capacity 
and past record if he is to be guided intelligently in 
his subsequent e ducational and vocational choices. ''Y 
'tA difficulty with a comparative system of marking is 
that it does not contribute properly to child development. 
Parents and teachers are no longer satisfied in knowing 
merely where a given pupil stands in accomplishment with 
respect to other members of a group. Knowledge of the 
amount he has progressed above his own record and whether 
or not he is achieving in accordance with his expected 
rate appear to be more vital in his development than the 
traditional comparisons.~~ · 
!I 
Douglass and 11lills claim a mark should indicate relative 
standing. 
nA mark reveals the pupil•s achievement in relation 
to tha t of normal achievement of a typical class in the 
subj ect. Pupils and parents understand the meaning of a 
mark more readily when it is explained in terms of the 
achievement of the other members of the class.~ 
J 
DeLong and Niessen indicate that marks should show 
nothing but growth in terms of absolute standards. 
r~any teachers were basing their marks on the 
achievement of the average pupil. This was commonly 
recognized by the pupils and their effort and achievement 
suffered. With absolute achievement being the first 
consideration a noticeable change has occurred in the 
atti t ude of the pupils and results have improved."~ 
1/Roy 0. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teaching, 
p. 628. 
2/Clay c. Ross, op. cit., p. 408 . 
~Paul B. Jacobson and others, op. cit., p. 447. 
i/Harl R. Douglass and Hubert H. Mills, on. cit., p. 460. 




nsuch a reform ffeferring to marks for subjects in 
which higher courses cannot be taught successfully unless 
the students acquire a sufficient mastery of the prerequi-
sites, ~' basin& final marks on standard tests, not 
marking on a curv~ in the marking system in the high 
school would achieve the following objectives: (1} Grades 
will be absolute, not relative.ny 
Claims as to what marks should indicate.-- The literature 
affords ample variety in claiming what a mark should indicate. 
Consider first, the claim that the mark should be based on 
2/ 
absolute achievement.- It is difficult to conceive how anyone 
could determine or set up absolute standards of achievement in 
the light of present day philosophy of educ ation in a democracy 
even in such subjects as science and mathematics. Who can say 
what absolute achievement or absolute standards are in these 
two subjects? 
Marks can indicate a pupil's growth in relation to other 
members of his class or age group or other criteria for group-
Y 
ing for comparison. .As Douglass and Mills :point out, pupils 
and :parents know what it means to be rated average, below 
average, and so on in terms giving the individual's standing 
in comparison with other members of the group. To convey full 
information a mark should also indicate actual growth . This 
may be determined by comparing growth at the beginning of a 
unit with growth at the end of the unit, achievement in both 
cases being determined by equivalent tests. Thus a pupil who 
1/Abraham M. Niessen, op. cit., p. 158. 
&/See footnote 5 :p. 4? and footnote 1 this page. 
y}Harl R. Douglass and Hubert H. Mills, ou. cit., p. 460. 
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may rate in Grou~ II when compared with other members of his 
grou~ may rate in an unsatisfactory grou~ as far as his actual 
growth is concerned. Or a ~upil who may rate in a low grou~ 
(Grou~ V) when com.~ared with his :peers, may rate in the satis-
factory grou~ in actual growth. ln order for marks in general 
to be as meaningful and diagnostic as possible, marks in 
relative growth and actual growth must be given. 
Discussion of the Twelfth Criterion 
Marks should take into account a pupil's ability.--
Obviously contradicting the Fifth Criterion that scholarshi~ 
marks should be a measure of achievement only, the literature 
has the following to say on this topic: 
"'No student who achieves to the extent that he is 
able to achieve has done unsatisfactory work, even though 
his progress may be very poor and his skills very 
elementary. 'tl/ 
"'LA method is suggeste~ for obtaining an index of 
studiousness which can be used in the assignment of final 
marks when the purpose is to mark the pupil in terms of 
how well his ~otentialities for achievement are realized • 
•••• The amount of the deviation re~resents his degree of 
deviation from the average in the use of his abilities.",g,/ 
"'Other school systems have attempted to im~rove their 
marking practices by assigning marks with respect to a 
pupil's ability. ln such cases, it becomes necessary for 
the teacher to determine, by objective means, a pupil's ~. 
capacity to learn, and to assign marks indicating to what ~~ 
degree a pupil achieves with respect to his capacity. 
Those who support this plan point out that it serves to 
motivate the superior pupil and is rewarding to the pupil 
who has little ability, since his mark depends on his own 
1/William L. Wrinkle, "'School Marl{s--Why, What, and How?"', 
p. 224. 
~Isaak N. Thut and J. Raymond Gerberioh, op. cit., p. 342. 
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progress and not upon that made by the class as a whole."!/ 
"Some of the facts which the good teacher has clearly 
in mind and takes into account in assigning marks are: .(1) 
the native ability of the individual student; •• •• (o} growth 
of the student in power and in ability to advance . All of 
these have important bearing upon teacher judgment in 
assigning marks.~~ 
ft ••• • if a class is organized in terms of ability sect-
ions and if the material is organized reasonably well in 
keeping with the abilities represented by the different 
sections, the pupils should be given marks which a.re in-
dicative of the . degree to which they use their respective 
abilities in achieving the outcomes set for their respect-
ive sections •••• The argument seems to be that i t is not 
the purpose of schools to obtain identity of school 
achievement and learning related directly to the abilities 
of the pupils . 't3/ 
Confusion of meanings of terms "ability" and "aptitude".--
It seems that these authors are confusing two very frequently 
confused terms, ability end aptitude. A quotation from 
Billett should clear up this difficulty. 
"The Relation of Ability and Aptitude . In the pre-
ceding paragraphs, general capacity for intelligent behav~ 
ior has been identified with the structure which from the 
50 
biological standpoint makes possible academic ability. ~ 
Obviously, for every ability a structural basis exists 
which may be called an aptitude. Here is an important 
distinction which teachers tend to overlook, ••• • structural 
potentialities, or aptitudes, are not abilities. An 
individual may have structural potentialities equivalent 
to those of any genius who ever lived, and yet never 
develop comparable abilities because of unfavorable en-
vironmental conditions. Abilities are the result of 
experience."'!/ 
i/Paul B. Jacobson and others, op. cit., p. 452. 
~/Lester A. Williams, op. cit., p. 336. 
3/Ibid., p. 335. 
!JRoy 0. Billett, Fundamentals of Secondary-School Teaching, 
p. 131 and f. 
It is the present writer's op inion, based on t he explana~ 
tion in the prece ding paragraph, that the context of each of 
the above quota tions indicates that the authors mean apti tude 
when they say abi lity. If the liberty is taken to substitute 
the word a ptitude for the word abilit~ i n the above quotations, 
a pparent contradictions disapnear . 
Only one author seems to contradict hi mself by eaying 
that marks ehould be baeed on achievemEnt only and should at 
the same t i me take into account a )Upil's ability (probably 
1/ 
me ans a ptitude} .- I t may be t ha t Williams and others quoted 
above bad_ a se parate marlt i n mi nd f or indicati ng t he us e which 
a pupil makes of his ability (agai n , probably mean ing 
aptitude}. Such a mark of s t udio usness is desc ribe d by Thut 
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and Gerber i ch and by Billett • It is me ntioned as a means by 
which some school s ystems have attempted i mprove n~nt by 
4/ 
Jacobson- and others. 
~~o conclusions follo w in the li ght of this evidence . 
One is that the scholarshi p mark must be based on achievement 
only . The sec ond conclusion is that aptitude in a particular 
field (not ability) should be taken into account in as s i gning 
marks . To let ability influence the s cbolarship mark would 
tend t o make t he scholar ship mark meaningless . 
l:_/LesterA~ Viilliams , op . cit., pp . 322 a:nd 336 . 
~/Isaak N. Thut and J . naymond Gerberich, o-p . cit., pp . 342 ff . 
3/ noy o. Bi llett , nrovisions for Individual Differences, 
Idarking ani Pr omotion, p:) . 429 ff. 
!/Paul B. Jacobson and others , op . ci t ., p . 452 . 
--
Discussion of the Thirteenth Criterion 
Marks should be meaningful by being defined.-- Two authors 
present schemes for defining marks . 'I'hey foll ow : 
"The four •••• phases of this program to rai se the 
standard of scholarship in the school i ncluded (1) defin-
ing the ratings lA,B,C,D, and E ) in terms of types of 
pupils, •••• The worlcing definitions achieved may be ill-
ustrated by quoting what , in this school, are now desig-
nated as A and E pupils. In these· definit ions "pertinently 
distinguishing characteristics" are indicated by *. 
A pupil (95-100%, Superior work) 
One (1) whose work consis tently shows an intelligent 
comprehension of the subject matter throu~h hi s ability to 
retain f~cts and principles learned; {2) who is able to 
apply sub ject matter learned to new problems; (3) who 
organizes his work well; (4} who speaks clearly and forci- · 
bly in discussions; (5} who presents neat, well arranged, 
accurate, complete work on time; (6) *who perform re-
quired skills with a high degree of technique; (7} who 
completes both the average and the enriched assignment; 
(8) who has good study habits; (9} *who shows marked 
initiative, industry and attention~ 
E p upil (0-64%, Failure) 
One (1) *who is incapable of doing the work of his 
grade or who is not interested and makes l ittle effort ; 
(2 ) who takes little part in oral discussion; (~} whose 
work is careless, untidy, inaccurate, or incompl ete; ..::,:::.. 
{4) whose vocabulary is very limited; (5) whose span of 
attention is short; (6) who may have much absence; (7} 
who has poor study habits."1/ 
"As a help to teachers in using the five-point scale , 
it is des irable to have descriptive terms that will aid 
them in arriving at decisions . Such descriptive terms 
shoul d be explained to the pupils and sent to the home so 
that parents may be conversant with the terms. 
One example is that used by many high schools in the 
State of Wiscons i n . It is as follows: 
A--This mark indic ates t hat the student has given 
evidence of a genuine inter 2. st in the subject and has done 
work in quantity and quality f ar in excess of the stand-
ards set forth f or a satisfactory grade. 
C--This mark is a satisfactory passing grade . It in-
dic ates that the student has acquired the necessary ability 
to proceed in the subject and can use the ability where 
1/Leonard v. Koos and others, op. cit., p. 584. 
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applicable. This grade is s a tisfactory for college en-
trance at the university of Wisconsin."!/ 
· Meaning of definition of marks.- ... To define a mark means 
more than to merely state, for example, that A means excellent, 
B good, C average, D fair, and E fai lure. 'l'he definition of a 
mark should include a detailed expl anation and description of 
the concepts, skills , and behavior pa tterns which a person 
should have acQuired in order to be classified at a certain 
level. usually such attempts at defining marks have had the 
alleged purposes of improving the standards of the school and 
serving as aids to both parents and teachers in knowing whet 
the marks mean. 
One common criticism, and the chief one, to such attempts 
to define marks is that they are of a "blanke t ~ nature. A 
pupil getting an A, for example, is a ssumed to rate high in 
all the qualities descriptive of that particular category. 
Such descriptions and definitions, rather than accomplis~ing 
the alleged purposes, have only made the marks less understand-
able and capable of t rue interpretation or at best left them 
at the same level of confusion. lf all these descriptive 
qualities and characteristics are cons idered important, then 
they should be given a separate mar~ or rating. Note that item 
(6) ~who may have much absence~, under the de s cription of the E 
pupil in the quotation from Koos and others above, considers 
factors other than achievement in dete r mining the mark. Note 
1/Paul H. Jacobson and others, op. cit., p. 451. 
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also that the description of the G pupil in the quotation from 
Jacobson and others above, would describe the A and B categories 
the next two higher groupings, equally well, it is so general y 
and vague in meaning. Rinsland says this about defining 
marks: 
" •••• the first logical step in setting up a grading 
system is simply to admit that a grade or a mark is 
whatever it is defined to be. Definite interpretations 
and definitions are necess ary, but English words , even the 
most descriptive and choisest of adjectives, are not 
sufficiently accurate for scientific measurements •••• 7he 
educ ator must of necessity demand numerical definitions 
based on relia.ble and valid measurements. n: 
It is the present writerr s opinion that verbal definitions 
of marks do not make them more meaningful but tend rather to 
give false and inaccurate ideas and impressions to pupils, 
parents and teachers as to a pupil's achievement . 
Discussion of the Fourteenth Criterion 
Non-informative functions of marks should not be over-
emphasized.-- 'l'he following authors express views on this 
negative criterion: 
"Some schools have abolished •••• the tyrrany of marks. 
'!'hey have tried to get pupils to do good work and master 
learning materials without making nigh marks their obj e ct-
ive . They have used intelligence and standardized 
achievement tests to determine if pupils are doing all the 
work of which they are capable. Data thus obtained are 
recorded and help t e achers to know the difficulties and 
shortcomings in learning. Such information reveals 
progress, makes intelligent guidance poss ible, and elimin-
ates the use of marks as incentives to effort. They are 
replaced by the natural desires of children for self-ex-
pression, for successful achievement, and for perfection 
in what they do."'~ 
1/Henry D. Hinsland , op. cit., p. 228. 
~Charles M. Reinoehl and ffred c. Ayer, op. cit., p. 289. 
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"The em:phasis •••• on low marks as symbols of failure 
is detrimental to the beneficial uses of marks for class-
ification and guidance purposes. ""!_/ 
'•Do not overemphasize . the use of marks as rewards, 
as symbols of failure, or as conditions of promotion."~ 
"If the fundamental value of school marks as an 
essential devi ce for school administration were to be con-
ceded , school marks would still have to be defended as the 
most effective and efficient device for serving the admin-
istrative functions of placement, promotion, graduation, 
e.nd transfer . hile such func tions must be provided for 
the school mark is not end cannot be a wholly ade~uate 
device for such :purposes . 
Second , the use of the mark as an instrument for the 
motivation of student activity is not only indefensible 
but pernicious • •• • Good , straight thinking , even unsupport-
ed by objective evidence, should be sufficient t o convince 
us the.t the motive for activity should be associated with 
the activity itself . "'§./ 
none of the most vicious of the illegitimate uses 
made of marks is to overstress their importance and use 
them as whips, particularly in order to force compliance 
with teacher authroity . It is not legitimate for teachers 
to threaten students with low marks if they do not per-
form certain tasks . The proper approach is to discover 
• 
why the student is unwilling to perform the t ask and to 
remove the cause . If a student ' s good or poor marks are 
constantly held up before him or before the class, the 
result is likely to be the development of a self-satisfied 
prig or of a discouraged and sullen misfit. Over - emphe.s is 
upon these symbols gives them undue importance, and 
students come to look upon the marks as the goals they are 
striving to reach ; they work for marks and grade points . n!/ 
"Th~ overemphasis on marks interferes seriously with 
the ~uality of the learning activities in school. The . 
teacher who has his pencil constantly poised f or making --
entries in his marking book can hardly encourage students 
to regard the classroom discussion as an opportunity to 
air their doubt s and to seek the answers to troubling 
Charles M. Reinoehl and Fred C • .Ayer , op . cit ., p . 296 . 
Ibid ., p . 300 . 
William L. Wrinkle , "School Marks--Why , What , and J:iow?", 
jp . 219 . 
Lester A. Williams , op. cit ., p . 321 . 
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questions. When test marks are ov.er-em_phasized, students 
tend to limit their study activities to preparing for 
likely questions on the test, to the neglect of other 
materials ."Y 
"Al though the subordination or elimination of com-
petitive emphasis encouraged by comparative marking 
systems, •••• , is desirable, comparative measures have an 
important value t hat should prevent complete abandonme nt 
of efforts to obtain and record them. This is the value 
for prediction and guidance."~ 
"However , some persons objected to the categorical 
ple.n as well as the percentage plan on the ground that the 
marking of pupils on either basis gave rise to unwhole-
some competition between pupils and was consequently the 
cause, or at least a contributing factor, in a great many 
personality maladjustments . 't'£/ 
"Woodruff i/ is more specific than most writers on 
marking practices in recommending methods appropriate at 
the various educational levels . He states that elementary 
school marks should not be competitive because the object-
ives of elementary education do not provide for elimin-
ating even the lowe st students , but rather call for as 
much growth and development as each student can absorb 
regardless of his capacity. At the secondary level, he 
believes that emphasis logically remains on the non-
competitive aspects, although "standards beyond the 
cape.ci ty of the individual studen.y begin to assume import-
ance, •••• and should therefore enter into the marks."Y 
"The elimination of the competitive marking system 
would compel teachers to depend more on intrinsic 
motivation, worth-while materials, e.nd sound method of 
instruction, by depriving poor teachers of the whip by 
which the child is forced to engage in meaningless 
activities through procedures which are unlikely to be 
l/Harry N. Rivlin, op. cit., p. 445. 
~Leonard v. Koos and others, op. cit., p. 58?. 
'£/.Arthur E. Traxler, op. cit., p. 25. 
iJ Asahel D. Woodruff , 'rhe Psychology of Teaching , Second Ed., 
Longmans, Green and Co. Inc., New York 1948 pp. 254-255. 
Q/Isaak N. Thut and J. Raymond Gerberich, op. cit., p. 341. 
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.:.;t _ _._ . tJ . -
a..._J)YOac}l i~ an u :cles ir.·J..l) l e ':.' ~i to ~)uild anythinf! com:tructi"~rel:~ , 
suffi cie nt numoer o f auttors sar fit to S 'J ecifically '-'.1e:1t i n 
the )Oint that non- infer .. t iv e fun ctions of ma r ks s:houl 1 :>1ot 
be O"~t e :r o . )~sized. , to tJ.1erit its inclus ion i n tbio li~t of 
c ri t eri of r-hat a desira"i;le .narl:i n:< s~n:::te. shoul he . ~o 
have •)ointe out t e ev ils ::J.tt e nclan t in situ tions ·.'here :narks 
re e 1 ... .tJh sized as- rer.' rds , as punisb _ el1t , as instru:. ent s o f 
~ otiv tion , a:..1cl s con itiO llS for p r o:J.ot io n a ni gr ad<I ti o_ . 
nd. .!here arks encour g:e cor..11;et i t i on to gre t extent 
through co rl1.:_· rison of a child v: it l~ his p eers , ,_·•ill rh _ps 
serve in a coustructive w y t o i r:p r ove existing ::!'lark ' ng 
sy ste :Js .. 
~ r i nl:.l e , I upr ov i n ::; =: rki:ng· and Je ;.:; orti g 
. ..::.=~::.::. . ....:l:=;. I=1-..:::..,~l:...::.e :. e n t sr v ar.il 3 e c o nd ar s .:l c h o o l s , p • 6 4 • 
--=-====~====~---~=-~--=======================================~========~==~F=~====== 
3esulte of the Stu y 
c.· 1)ool:e ~n. _our rt i c _ee froG sc1nc,_ tir·!lO.l ::~el'iodicL. .... s -:-erE: 
rev i ewe • ~hGee are li sted in the bi, i ogr p1y . 7o tte_ ~ 
on the subject of marLs . :Se lection\~' e Qade lJrir.1aril~, on the 
basis of tte CO:J.tributicm of the r~k .... tc:r ial to the :;:nu,oee C' 
ttis stud~1 , to d i eco,rer cri te:ri ,_,·hie!, :.1 i zht ;e useful i n 
PU .. ?7e~tP cert - l. ,1 ~ea u~eg of 
- - - - - ~ ~ -- ..... . 
and bases for , na:rl:. i ng e;yste:.1s . '.:'.Jese fentu:res a1r b· see ar e 
21.1.:1~.12.1'i ze ~ i n t:C.e foll ov: i ng· -'-ne 1 ve st ter:1e nts •::b ich .... e 
rest2te c1ents of the cri toriu '- :Lscue sed i n ._;_1 pter li . 
_ ,. The f i ve - point :11 a:r ki"'1~· sc: l e shoul d be used . 
2 . ~he nor. al ietribution curve shouli be user a s a 
bas i c aid to the judg·ment i n t:te av•arc. i ng- of ::ta:rl:s . 
3 . : Lark of ~ or U ehou d be g i ven to in i cete ~hether 
t!.e ·upil ' s stancing 0~1 t _e five - )O i nt scale i s s tis i'2.ctor~· 
or 110t for h i !!! unc er ·he circm1stances . 
4 . 'J:lhe ::1ar :.s :referrer:l to L1 1 . and. z. . abo·ve s1,oul e 
su:~le~ented. by br i ef state~en~ s or wor pictu:res i n nec~ot 1-





5 .. A separate cr1ar: is gi ven for e ch trait i n \.'h ie 1 
growth i s deemed des irable . There are no vague , c omvosite 
6 .. . . rks in ic te pupil progress i n ter ms of educ-at i on l · ·-
objec tives . 
7 . l ~IarkE i n ic te pu il :vrogT es ~ in rel tion to in ividu 
a.;titu e i n the fie l d . This oee not i :r;p ly- that a if erent 
series of marks should be aw rae. i n d ifferent ab i l i t;y grOU!)S . 
8 . l.~arks i ndi cate t he actu l ::;·roPth an the re l tive 
"TO',•th of each pup il. 
9 . ~ .Iarks serve riL'1ari l y to c onve ;y i nfol' .na i on o pupil 
progress , not to g oac_ on to greater ac hievement . 
10 . The scholarship mar i s base solely on achiere.ent . 
11. d rks are base on oojective d ta of sue a nature as 
to cause t _eo to oe val i d anCl. reliab le. Sub jectivity- is 
reduce to a rni nioum . 
1 .2 . ~.:arl:s have UJJ i forcn [neanillgs in the school S~'ste _  • An 
• i n one course has t1e s· me rel .tive v l ue as an. i n 
nethe r couree , a 3 has the same relat i ve value i n ifferent 
c ours e e , a 1,!..1. s o on . 
~v:alr;,ating a ~ . : rki ng 3ys{;r-
;:lu9-_'i?)e s ted p l an .-- The follov-.!in :=, ..r.:lan- i s sue;;:·ested fo r 
1 / S::'his rat i ng- :plan i s ad pted fro ~n the plfu l reposed in t _ e 
l 950 3d ition of 3vuluf"t i ve Criter ia Eanu 1 by the Coo iJe:r ative 
stucly of Second ry-Sch ol 0tandsrds , 'Ha~·h inston 6 , - • " . 





s choo l s 1,:• i sb i ng· to ete n1i ne the soU11 ness of the i r mar _i ng 
sys ten . :S. ch of t 10 twe l ve cr i ter i a list d i n th i s c 1apter 
may be rate i n accor ne e wi th t e po int scal e as efine ~ 
5 .. :~xce ent--Th e prov1S1ons or condit i ons e s cribe i~1 
t'-'le i te:n are · ::.1 full effect a'Jd a:re o·.:>erat i YJ..a· exce _ent .,_r 
.1.. '- t/ • 
4 ~ Ve ry Good --The prov i s io ns or 
the ite.n are (a) i n ful l ef~ect 
we l , or (b ) i n moderate effect 
ee l ent y . 
c oYldit i ons de s cribed i n 
and are operat i n,:: very 
nd are operat i ng e:l:-
3 . Good- - The prov i s ic.ns or COlle i tio:::1s eecr i h in t:te 
i ten-are i n moderate e f fe c · aw." a ·ce OIJerat i:Y -ue 1 • 
2 • . , ir- - T _e •)TO risiom:: or conoitions €SC!"ihe i n t €' 
i te~e a ) i n moderate e-ffect and re o..,erat i 1P ;.oor y , 
or ( b i :::-t l i ::1 i te effect a11, '?.!'e operat i n; •:el l -
1 . ?ocr -- The ~Y:tr.,-i.ciouE: cw CO·ll:Jitions e s cr i bed in the 
i te.11 ~e lir.1i -te . i p effect al'lcl. arc o-Jeratins· )OCrl~ . 
0 . ==i ssi n.c- - -'J:he .Jl~ov i sions or .::on,j_tions ' escr i be iLl the 
item are co.:1_}letely _a.c : in~: in effect and oper t i on . 
I :;,1 11 i nstances i t is as-=ur:lecl that the ev l l~- tion ·7ill 
represEnt the best possib l e j1. c12~:1ent of tbe _person :nat. i n:::· t :e 
ev.::.luD.tion . :=nter numbers 5 , 4 , :3 , .2 , 1 , or 0 as a""):pr o-Jr i te i n 
fl"OEt of eac!.1 i tern i n t he chec .:. list .. Co ·~(pare tbe t tal of 
these n F:J.bers ''-' i t_ tbe h i g:hest possih e scor 60 . ~bis ·ril 
g i ve some i n icat i on of the }~·recent of t _ese feat 1res a.n·i h~::.:Jn 
of u C. e s L."lb murl:ins: s;rs tern vJh i ch the one oe i ng evalll<- ~ed 
incorror!at.~s . i1'or e:::c..11_;;le , i i.' the sc ore s of tLe i terns total 
50 ]:JOint s , c or· ·.re 50 with 0 ( 50 / 0) obtai n i n;::: . ..... 3 pproxi;n-
te l y . ~hi e ~auld in i c te thnt the m2r~i ng systeo incor~or-
tes a 'Jout 83 percent of the deaira~le f e ture .... liste ii t ._e 
tv!e l ve c r i ter i a . 
f such a ~ lan of evaluat i ng am r-int, system oee nothing 
morE tha.n foete r an a.vJarenes s that tte lJ er fee r.1ar ...:. ing zr E tern 
i s 10 t as yet being uEe , i t ~ ill have per f ormed a service 
for the probab e improvement of this phas e of school 
admini strat i on . 
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